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Abstract
The growth of serial remote sensing images (SRSI) offers abundant information for determining sequential
spatial patterns in several �elds like vegetation cover, urban development, and agricultural monitoring. Or else,
traditional sequential pattern-mining algorithms cannot be applied e�ciently or directly to remote sensing
images. Here a new technique is proposed for enhancing the mining e�cacy of spatial sequential patterns
from raster serial remote sensing images (SRSI) based on pixel grouping approach. The modi�ed extrema
pattern is employed to offering grey-scale invariant transform of intensity values unlike previously employed
local ternary pattern. The pattern features are computed by transformation process from which the multilinear
matrix decomposition of the image is made by computing the covariance estimation on recognizing their
orthogonal component. The matrix decomposition is then attained based on run length encoding process
(RLC). The two rows of RLC vectors are intersected to attain pixel group matrix. Finally, the compressed image
is attained in an e�cient manner with effective mining time. The performance outcome reveals that the
technique offered in this paper is capable of extracting spatial sequential patterns from SRSI effectively. The
proposed system ensures that the entire patterns are extracted at a lower time consumption.

1 Introduction
Recently, the researchers all over the world have concentrated on the image classi�cation of image which is
considered as a signi�cant technology in case of pattern recognition and computer vision. Generally, Satellite
images are in the digital form. An image processing technique can be employed for retrieving the exact set of
data from the images that are stored. Thus, this process can be helpful in enhancing the visual perception
and for modifying or repairing the image that is based on image blurring, deformation of image, or detoriation
of an image. There were some techniques that are available for analyzing image and they rely on the speci�c
issue’s necessities [1–4]. The algorithms of image classi�cation and segmentation are employed in several
image regions in the thematic groups [5–8]. The image classi�cation forms can be categorized as four
groups in different angles like image clustering based on model-driven, edge-based, and region. Due to this
simple principle like strong and quick classi�cation effect, CNN is employed widely. Moreover, the images are
classi�ed normally by means of a single CNN [9–12], it is probable for getting stuck in local maximum, the
blurring of boundaries occurs with bad visual effect [13, 14].

The foremost issues are not only image capturing however also to process the information captured fast and
disseminate them in an instant manner at the speci�ed target detection and tehri classi�cation is estimated
by their accuracy. The primary method for any problem related to the detection of target is to isolate various
components of the scene and recognize the one which is of interesting one from the remaining. Still, the
classi�cation approach is a complex task and a valid issue for detecting the robust satellite target system.
There will be some issues in identifying the clutter and guard’s region. Henceforth there is a need to address
the issues of satellite image classi�cation by means of an effective system.

1.1 Motivation and Objective of proposed scheme
Serval existing techniques have been presented for mining SRSI. However, there were limitations like the
method is not effective for multilinear component and so on. So as to overcome this shortcoming, this
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method is proposed with the use of modi�ed extrema pattern to provide grey-scale invariant transform. The
multilinear matrix decomposition is employed instead of singular value decomposition process as it is not
applicable for multilinear data. The run length encoding based pixel grouping is presented and the image is
compressed in an effective manner.

1.2 Organization
The remaining portion of this manuscript is schematized as shown: section II is the depiction of various
existing technique’s review employed so far. Section III is the detailed explanation of proposed methodology.
The performance analysis of the proposed system is depicted in section IV. Finally, the conclusion of
proposed system is made clear in section V.

2 Related Works
A method of pixel clustering-dependent one for enhancing the spatial sequential mining from raster SRSI was
presented [15]. Initially, the images are compressed through the run-length coding scheme. After that, the
pixels having undistinguishable sequences are clustered by means of run-length code dependent overlay
function. At last, the pruning scheme was presented for extending the pre�x span scheme for skipping
unwanted database scanning on mining the group of pixels. The experimental outcomes reveal that the
presented method is capable of extracting the spatial sequential patterns in an effective manner.

A scheme of resilient distributed datasets (RDD) was offered in this [16] work, which is meant for processing
the remote sensing image, and in turn employs three signi�cant kinds of mosaicking image that covers region
estimation of overlapping that are the type of transformation functions of self-de�ned RDD. This is the one at
which the extending functionality is attained in spark. At last, the parallel processing of an image mosaicking
is then realized through performing the self-de�ned RDD operators along with the conversion implicit.

The application of high-resolution network (HRnet) was presented in [17] for producing the features of high-
resolution deprived of the decoding step. However, low-to-high features were being extracted from various
branches in a separate manner for strengthening the scale-oriented strengthening of contextual data. The
features having low-resolution has more semantic information and consists of minor spatial size. Hence, they
were employed for modelling the long-term spatial correlations. The branches with high-resolution were
implemented on introducing the adaptive spatial pooling (ASP) unit for the aggregation of more contexts that
are local. On combining those designs of aggregation context over various levels, the architecture attained is
capable of employing spatial context at local and also at global level.

In this approach [18], the author contributed the issue on enhancing the representation of features in two
different manners. In one hand, the patch attention module (PAM) was employed for enhancing the context
information embedding depending on the patch wise computation of local attention. In other hand, the
attention embedding module (AEM) was presented for enriching the semantic information of lower-level
features on embedding the features of higher level. These two modules were light weight and could be
employed for processing the features extracted by convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
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The process of ultimate research well-de�ned as the quantization dependent retrieval of images was offered
which is termed as hypergraph and the process of hacking [19]. In [20] the author employed bigenerative
encoders, and the multimodal stochastic recurrent neural network (RNNs) for an e�cient recovery of images,
hierarchical binary auto-encoders.

An e�cient unsupervised method of evaluation was presented in [21] for measuring the segmentation
outcome quality in a quantitively manner for overcome this issue. In this technique, spatial features and
multiple spectral of images were extracted initially in a simultaneous manner and then combining them into
feature set for enhancing the feature representation quality of the ground objects [22]. The indicators
presented for spatial autocorrelation and spatial graded heterogeneousness were encompassed for
estimating the segmentation properties at this feature set that were integrated.

A simple and reliable binary logic regression solution was presented [23] for the classi�cation of image. The
review was conducted in India’s subtropical east coast region that was surrounded by means of fallow land,
land, and the water bodies. In [4] diverse habits of categorizing objects through employing several techniques
of image processing the setting of remote sensing was presented. The probability of calculation was
suggested for all pixels in a class [24]. The values were related and the class the pixels were assigned at
which the probability is high. This is an effective technique highly for the purpose of classifying satellite
images, speci�cally the images of multi-spectral properties. However, this technique needs a high time for
computation. The sparse SVM classi�er algorithm was introduced in [25]. The images that are segmented
were classi�ed as small patches. Then after the extraction process, the images segmented will be classi�ed
as small patch [26, 27]. The image patches and sparse images are employed after the extraction mechanism.
The sparse image is the resolved by verifying the pixels of image and is optimized for the e�ciency of
classi�cation.

The classi�cation of Remote sensing image is a usual application of remote sensing images [28]. So as to
enhance the remote sensing image classi�er performance, combinations of multiple classi�ers were
employed for categorizing the images of Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (Landsat-8 OLI). Some classi�er
combination algorithms and techniques were examined. The collaborative classi�er comprising of �ve
classi�ers member is made. The outcomes of each classi�er member were assessed. The strategy of voting
is investigated to integrate the classi�cation outcomes of classi�er member. The outcomes illustrates that the
classi�ers entirely have dissimilar concerts and the combination of multiple classi�ers delivers improved
concert on comparing the single classi�er, and attains overall higher classi�cation accuracy.

A research was carried on [29] regarding multiple-feature �exible hashing learning context meant for LSRSIR
that took multiple features that were complementary as the input and in turn learns the feature mapping
function hybrid strategy that projects the multiple features of remote sensing images to the representation of
low-dimensional binary features [30]. Additionally, the compressed representations of feature could be utilized
directly in LSRSIR with the assistance of the hamming distance measured. So as to illustrate the presented
hashing learning multiple feature process superiority, the presented approach was compared with traditional
techniques for the two-publicly available datasets alike large-scale remote sensing image datasets.
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The long-term sequence Landsat summer images was employed in 2002–2019 for investigating the
vegetation growth status variation and their effects of ecological restoration [31]. Consistent with the explicit
study area situation, the calculated GRNDVI (Green-Red Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) from the
data of remote sensing was employed for analyzing the mine vegetation growth and the changes in annual
growth. The outcomes reveal that the technique could accurately access the growth of vegetation trend in the
area of review. A quantized ternary pattern-based pixel grouping and singular value decomposition-Run length
coding-based pattern mining was employed in [32]. The presented algorithm is effective in terms of mining
time and the generation of sequence pattern.

3 Proposed Works
The detailed explanation of the proposed work�ow is given in this section. Usually, the satellite remote
sensing image are of higher bandwidth which is not e�cient for further processing. Hence, this will be
converted to another form termed sequential pattern mining. In sequential pattern mining process, relevant
patterns are converted to sequential forms from the image patterns.  The overall �ow of the presented
approach is shown in �gure 1 provided below: 

3.1 Modi�ed Extrema pattern for pixel grouping

On converting the image into patterns, the greyscale transformation is formed which is represented in
intensity wise at which the modi�ed extrema pattern is employed for grouping the image in pixel wise manner
as a block. The minimum and maximum extrema values in each block are considered for forming sequence.
Thus, the pattern formation is done by taking maximum extrema values.

Local extrema patterns typically relate the center pixel and the neighborhood reference pixel on comparing the
level of intensity. This extrema pattern is presented by Murala and this is regarded as the Local Binary pattern
(LBP) continuation in such a manner, this could deal with the information regarding edges in various
positions. This in turn relates the pixels in 01, 451, 901, and 1351 positions in terms of center pixel and in turn
assigns 1 once both neighboring pixels were in the speci�c position, whichever less or greater distinctly on
comparing center pixel, then in the similar way it allocates 0 in case, one pixel is greater than center pixel. On
behalf of center pixel Ic and the equivalent neighbor pixel Ii, LEP is computed as shown: 
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Typically, LEPs were computed by means of above two equation 4 and 5, at which the angle of LEP
computation is represented by ψ and in eqn 5, the local extrema pattern histogram is being generated. A
window of 3×3 matrix illustration of both LEP and LBP was illustrated Fig. 2. In �gure 2, the matric of 3×3 is
considered for explanation and each pixel boundary is being subtracted from the center pixel values. 

The pattern of LBP is attained and this pattern is then multiplied by means of weights, summed up for the
value of local binary pattern. Likewise, in LEP similar window 3×3 is selected, and the neighboring pixels are
then subtracted from the value of center pixel. In the calculation of LEP pattern, for positive and negative
value representation inside and outside arrow was shown correspondingly. In case, both arrows were different
one will be inside one and the other in outside one at some speci�c location i.e, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, then the
pattern value is ‘0’, and in case both arrows were same the pattern value is ‘1’ at that direction.

At this time, the attained four vales were multiplied by means of weight and the values of LEP were attained.
The wavelet Hilbert transform offers the input data decomposition process thereby removing the components
of high-frequency. These high-frequency components were termed as Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF). This
process will be repeated till the following condition is satis�ed.
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Initially, the input image is taken and the difference among center pixel and adjacent pixel of each patter is
estimated by computing the number of rows and columns. The conversion of binary pattern is made with
respect to center pixel depending on lower and upper envelops. The extrema pattern at center pixel is formed
with intrinsic mode function (IMF) followed by Hilbert transform of that particular pattern. Thus, the extreme
pattern is attained as output.

3.2 Pattern mining using Multilinear matrix decomposition

The splitted pattern is then decomposed based on matrix wise. Since, it is a multi linear based process, this
will be applicable for non-linear data also. There were various regions and intensity levels in multilinear data.
The data that is splitted as matrix wise is then decomposed. In the multilinear matrix decomposition, the input
is the extracted pattern. In this, the pattern-based covariance computation is performed by estimating the high
intensity region and thereby orthogonal component is identi�ed. In case the repeated element processed are
not satis�ed then the process is repeated and if the condition satis�es then the matrix decomposition is
attained based on run-length encoding is performed and the pixel group matrix is obtained by intersecting two
rows of RLC vectors.

Initially, the covariance computation is made by estimating the high intensity region from the pattern for each
block of the considered pattern. The lower bound computation is made by means of the equation provided
followed by upper bound computation. The eigen vectors and eigen values are computed for upper and lower
pattern matrix which should be orthogonal to one another. The nearest training point to the virtual point are
found.
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3.3 Run-length encoding process-based Intersection of Encoded vectors to obtain pixel group matrix

The Run-length coding (RLC) is the technique of image compression which process the image in a pixel wise
manner, thus enhancing the complexity of time. The multilinear decomposition based RLC is employed for
decreasing the complexity of time taken for pixel encoding that attains the single value for the purpose of
processing on decomposing the neighbor pixel values. the input SRSI image that consists of unique pixels are
processed by means of Multilinear matrix decomposition based RLC which results in encoded vectors. The
Multilinear matrix decomposition is being applied for all rows and columns of the pixel in the image. For the
Multilinear matrix decomposed image, RLC process is applied. Each pixel intensity starting from 0 to ith
position is being attained for the entire unique values. the pixels frequency occurrences are estimated. The
process is then repeated for each row of an image for attaining encoded image vector.

After the encoding process, the image is subjected to attain the pixel group matrix. The image is encoded in a
row wise manner and the items in turn illustrates the successive pixel numbers that has same values. This
could be viewed as a pixel grouping. In the same line the neighbor pixels are only grouped into a group of
pixels. The items are combined with the similar order in adjacent lines, in order to guarantee neighbor pixels
grouping in diverse lines into same pixel group. However, it could be pragmatic that the pixels that are not
located in the region might contain similar sequences. These pixels are the merged to a same pixel group for
reducing the volume of data. All those pixels were grouped as pixels which in turn preserves the sequence and
occurrence frequency information of sequences in SRSI images. Therefore, the volume of data in SRSI is
being compressed.

4 Results And Discussion
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This section is the detailed illustration of the performance analysis of proposed system. The dataset of
Cropland data layer is employed for estimating the algorithm’s performance. The dataset is attained by the
following link (https:// nassgeodata.gmu. edu/ Crop Scape/) [21]. Table 1 is the depiction of parameter
settings of proposed scheme. The Table 2 shown below illustrates the details regarding datasets. The dataset
comprises of raster geo-spatial images which is being captured with resolution that are reasonable. 

Table 1 Parameter settings

The images comprises the area of continental regions of United States, termed, Iowa state. This in turn covers
over 150,000 sq.kms, at which every pixel in image covers around 900 sq meters. The various crops cultivated
in the regions were identi�ed with the use of map colors. The datasets are seperated into four datasets like
D1, D2, D3, and D4 depending on the time period at which the image is required. 

Table 2 Dataset Details

Dataset ID Region Pixel’s count Time duration Volume of data

Dataset-
D1

Smaller portion of butler
country

21* 132 From 2010 to
2016

1.7 MB

Dataset-
D2

Regions of butler country 1323*1348 From 2010 to
2016

20 MB

Dataset-
D3

Region of ASD 1910 5971*3534 From 2010 to
2016

141 MB

Dataset-
D4

Region of IOWA state 17,795*11,671 From 2010 to
2016

594 MB
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Table 3 is the comparision made with existing technqiues. The Tables 4 and 5 values are plotted as graphs in
Figs. 4 and 5 as a representation of graphical visualization. Figure 3 (a) is the representation of input datasets
D1, D2, D3, and D4. Similarly, �gure 3 (b) illustrates the depiction of multilinear matrix decomposition of
datasets D1, D2, D3 and D4. The analysis of time consumption on test dataset D1, D2, D3, and D4 is shown
below in �gure 5 (a) (b), (c), (d). the analysis is made and the outcome is compared with existing techniques
to prove the e�ciency of proposed system over existing system. The analysis of mining time on test dataset
D1, D2, D3, and D4 is shown below in �gure 6 (a) (b), (c), (d). Table 7 is the illustration of performance
analysis of compression ratio for test datasets D1, D2, D3, and D4. The compression ratio for D1 is 6.11, D2 it
is 6.38, for D3 it is 6.01, and for D4 it is 5.94. Comparison of the support values of sequential pattern mining
methods is given in �gure 6. Table 6 is the comparison made for the support values of the sequential pattern
methods for each pattern.  

4.1 Performance analysis

The proposed Modi�ed Extrema Pattern with Multi-linear decomposition is employed proposed for enhancing
the mining e�cacy of spatial sequential patterns from raster serial remote sensing images (SRSI) based on
pixel grouping approach. The pattern features are computed by transformation process from which the
multilinear matrix decomposition of the image is made by computing the covariance estimation on
recognizing their orthogonal component. The matrix decomposition is then attained based on run length
encoding process (RLC). The high level of information is retained from the non-repeated pixel-based
approach. From the proposed compression process, the information of structure and texture is not lost. The
estimation is made and the outcome is compared with existing techniques to prove the e�ciency of proposed
system over existing system. The outcomes shows that the proposed system is effective to overcome the
traditional issues in SRSI images. 

Table 3 Comparision with existing methodologies
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Reference Methodology
Used

Advantage Disadvantage

[15] Spatial
sequential
patterns 

All patterns are extracted with a
lower time cost

IT is not capable of mining local
sequential patterns with varied local
thresholds

[17] Adaptive spatial
pooling (ASP)
module

It is capable of exploiting
spatial context at both global
and local levels

The HRNet reduces the spatial size of
the input data in its early layers to
avoid intensive calculations

[21] Spatial
strati�ed
heterogeneity

High reliability This paper only focuses on the
optimal choice of the scale parameter
in segmentation quality evaluation.

[25] Sparse SVM
classi�er,
Wavelet
transform

It can optimally enhance the
classi�cation accuracy of any
multispectral satellite image

It is not applicable for change
detection and environmental
monitoring

[28] Multiple
classi�er
combination
(MCC)
algorithm

Better performance in land
cover classi�cation

Failed to encode and decode

Table 4 Mining time of pre�x span, group-pre�x span and Modi�ed Extrema Pattern-Multilinear Matrix based
on the threshold values
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Dataset Threshold
H(%)

Pre�x Span Group-
Pre�x Span

SVD- Group Pre�x Span Schmidt-
Contourlet
Tetra

Modi�ed
Extrema
Pattern-
Multilinear
Matrix

Dataset
D1

0.1 0.4 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.34

0.2 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.27 0.263

0.3 0.29 0.28 0.265 0.26 0.249

0.4 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.216

0.5 0.23 0.22 0.204 0.197 0.19

0.6 0.21 0.2 0.19 0.189 0.187

0.7 0.18 0.18 0.175 0.166 0.159

0.8 0.17 0.175 0.16 0.150 0.15

Dataset
D2

0.1 1.49 1.40 1.35 1.32 1.31

0.2 1.36 1.28 1.24 1.21 1.18

0.3 1.30 1.20 1.10 1.09 1.08

0.4 1.20 1.16 1.08 1.063 1.03

0.5 1.16 1.08 1.05 1.04 1.00

0.6 1.10 1.10 1.07 1.03 0.99

0.7 1.05 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.92

0.8 0.91 0.85 0.80 0.77 0.76

Dataset
D3

0.1 3.30 3.10 2.95 2.85 2.78

0.2 3.10 2.90 2.80 2.76 2.75

0.3 2.85 2.75 2.60 2.57 2.56

0.4 2.52 2.45 2.38 2.37 2.29

0.5 2.40 2.35 2.30 2.3 2.21

0.6 2.35 2.33 2.31 2.27 2.21

0.7 2.31 2.28 2.24 2.18 2.17

0.8 2.18 2.00 1.95 1.87 1.79

Dataset
D4

0.1 115 105 100 92 91

0.2 95 90 85 84 76

0.3 90 85 80 77 74
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0.4 77 77 76 74 68

0.5 72 70 67 64 57

0.6 66 66 65 62 54

0.7 65 64 63 59 52

0.8 60 58 54 53 45

Table 5 Mining time of GFS patten, group pre�x span—AC and Modi�ed Extrema Pattern-Multilinear Matrix
based on the threshold values
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Dataset Threshold
H (%)

Pre�x Span Group-
Pre�x Span

SVD- Group Pre�x Span Schmidt-
Contourlet
Tetra

Modi�ed
Extrema
Pattern-
Multilinear
Matrix

Dataset
D1

0.1 360 260 180 144 96

0.2 290 190 100 66 49

0.3 250 180 80 62 39

0.4 245 170 85 51 33

0.5 240 140 60 46 21

0.6 220 138 55 34 9

0.7 210 130 40 27 5

0.8 205 125 30 5 3

Dataset
D2

0.1 340 245 150 141 98

0.2 265 180 110 90 94

0.3 230 160 90 56 49

0.4 225 150 70 48 46

0.5 210 140 60 35 38

0.6 160 130 55 30 12

0.7 155 125 40 13 10

0.8 150 105 30 9 4

Dataset
D3

0.1 300 175 90 80 57

0.2 245 150 75 66 44

0.3 200 130 70 60 40

0.4 195 125 60 48 36

0.5 190 120 50 47 26

0.6 140 115 40 20 7

0.7 135 112 35 17 5

0.8 130 105 25 9 3

Dataset
D4

0.1 235 170 140 137 115

0.2 225 145 105 89 56

0.3 180 130 86 64 42
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0.4 185 125 75 53 34

0.5 170 120 70 47 33

0.6 130 110 60 41 28

0.7 125 95 45 40 27

0.8 120 93 41 40 9

Table 6 Support values of sequential pattern methods for each pattern

Pattern Support of
patterns
produced
by
Pre�x Span

 

Support
of patterns
produced by
Pre�x Span
Group- Pre�x Span

Support of patterns
produced by
Pre�x Span
SVD- Group Pre�x Span

Support of
patterns
produced
by
Schmidt-
Contourlet
Tetra

Support of
patterns
produced by
Modi�ed
Extrema
Pattern-
Multilinear
Matrix

P1 1280000 1000000 950000 943190 937697

P2 1200000 1020000 980000 974863 969153

P3 1180000 1030000 985000 977107 971266

P4 900000 900000 890000 883116 877135

P5 1050000 900000 850000 843609 837022

P6 950000 950000 900000 890308 883726

P7 1100000 900000 880000 870219 864131

P8 1050000 1050000 1000000 992957 986702

P9 910000 890000 850000 842109 832644

P10 1150000 890000 800000 791383 782867

P11 1100000 1000000 900000 894786 887007

P12 1000000 950000 850000 842241 836319

P13 950000 920000 880000 872106 866046

P14 980000 908760 900000 894918 889532

P15 905000 900000 895000 887608 878039

Table 7 compression ratio analysis for test datasets

Dataset D1 D2 D3 D4

Compression ratio 6.11 6.38 6.01 5.94
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Thus, from the overall performance analysis it was evident that the proposed system is better in performing
reduced range of time consumption and mining time reduction with effective compression ratio for test
datasets. 

5 Conclusion
A spatial sequential pattern mining from the high-resolution and huge volume remote sensing image sets is
considered as a huge challenging aspect. The new technique of modi�ed extrema pattern and multilinear
matrix decomposition-based run length encoding process is presented for spatial sequential pattern mining.
The presented approach is highly competent since it is capable of compressing the sets of remote sensing
images by means of pixel grouping scheme. The algorithms employed were estimated and are validated with
the use of cropland data layer datasets and the outcomes attained were compared with existing techniques to
prove the e�ciency of proposed system in terms of mining time and time consumption which in turn
generates suitable sequence patterns beyond the support values. thus, the presented approach is said to be
effective as it compresses SRSI effectively.
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Figures

Figure 1

Flow of the proposed system
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Figure 2

Illustration of LEP and LBP
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Figure 3

a Input images of Dataset D1, D2, D3 and D4 and b Multilinear matrix decomposition of Dataset D1, D2, D3
and D4 (b) Multilinear matrix decomposition of Dataset D1, D2, D3 and D4
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Figure 4

a Analysis of time consumption of test dataset D1 (17.65% decreased) b Analysis of time consumption of
test dataset D2 (18.11% decreased) c Analysis of time consumption of test dataset D3 (16.20% decreased) d
Analysis of time consumption of test dataset D4 (36.90% decreased)
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Figure 5

a Analysis of mining time of test dataset D1 (57.75% decreased) b Analysis of mining time of test dataset D1
(72.46% decreased) c Analysis of mining time of test dataset D3 (83.33% decreased) d Analysis of mining
time of test dataset D4 (68.75% decreased)
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Figure 6

Comparison of the support values of sequential pattern mining methods


